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Abstract

In this work we empirically study the multi-scale bound-
ary detection problem in natural images. We utilize local
boundary cues including contrast, localization and rela-
tive contrast, and train a classifier to integrate them across
scales. Our approach successfully combines strengths from
both large-scale detection (robust but poor localization)
and small-scale detection (detail-preserving but sensitive to
clutter). We carry out quantitative evaluations on a vari-
ety of boundary and object datasets. We show that multi-
scale boundary detection offers significant improvements,
ranging from 20% to 50%, over single-scale approaches.
Our conceptually simple approach outperforms existing al-
gorithms on the Berkeley Segmentation Benchmark.

1. Introduction
Edge detection is a fundamental problem in computer vi-

sion that has been intensively studied in the past fifty years.
Traditional approaches were built on the analysis of ideal
edge models and white sensing noise. A variety of edge
detectors were developed, mostly based on image gradients
and Gaussian derivative filters, leading to the popular Canny
edge detector [4] that we still use today.

Edges, like any other image structures, are multi-scale
in nature. Early work on multi-scale edge detection used
Gaussian smoothing at multiple scales [29]. Scale-Space
theory gradually emerged [11] and evolved into a field of
its own [15, 21]. The Scale-Space theory states that, under
a set of mild conditions, the Gaussian function is the unique
kernel to generate multi-scale signals. The Scale-Space the-
ory also provides guidelines on the selection and integration
of signals across scales [16].

In practice, Gaussian-based edge detection has consider-
able difficulty dealing with complex natural scenes, where
idealized edge and noise models do not hold. To ad-
dress the challenges of natural images, recent approaches
have adopted a learning paradigm: large datasets of nat-
ural images have been collected and hand-labeled [19],

providing both training data and evaluation benchmarks.
Boundary detection is formulated as learning to classify
salient boundaries against background [13]. State-of-the-
art boundary detectors combine local brightness, color and
texture contrasts and have been shown to outperform tradi-
tional gradient-based detectors [18].

It would be a natural step to combine the strengths of
learning-based boundary operators with the insights from
classical multi-scale edge detection. Surprisingly, very few
efforts have been devoted to this line of research. The analy-
sis in [12] is based on gradient magnitudes only. The learn-
ing approach in [5] uses a large number of features without
any discussion on multi-scale. The work of [10] focuses on
finding elongated structures in medical images. No bench-
marking results have been reported to show that multi-scale
detection is better than single-scale approaches (e.g. [18]).
On the other hand, the authors of [18] commented that they
found no benefit using multi-scale signals.

Is boundary detection in natural images so difficult that
it eludes multi-scale processing? That would be hard to
believe. Studies in natural image statistics have strongly
suggested that scale-invariance or multi-scale structure is an
intrinsic property of natural images (e.g. [25]). In particu-
lar, scaling phenomena have been observed in the statistics
of boundary contours [6, 23]. This multi-scale nature must
have important implications for boundary detection.

In Figure 1, we show several examples of multi-scale
boundary contrast signals, by running the (publicly avail-
able) Probability-of-Boundary operator (Pb) [18] at several
disk sizes. Just as we have learned from gradient-based
multi-scale processing, signals at different scales exhibit
different characteristics: at a large scale, edge detection is
reliable, but its localization is poor and it misses small de-
tails; at a small scale, details are preserved, but detection
suffers greatly from clutters in textured regions. No doubt
there is information in multi-scale. The challenge is how
to combine the strengths of small and large scales, so as to
improve boundary detection performance, not on a single
image, but on large collections of natural images.

In this work, we empirically study the problem of multi-
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Figure 1. We run the Probability-of-Boundary operator [18] to generate boundary contrast signals at multiple scales. Here we show both
the (soft) contrast map and the boundary map (after non-maximum suppression), at a small scale and a large scale. Large-scale signals are
reliable but poor in localization, and details are smoothed out. On the other hand, small-scale signals capture detailed structures but suffer
from false positives in textured regions and clutter. The challenge is how to combine the strengths of them.

scale boundary detection in natural images. We explore a
number of multi-scale cues, including boundary contrast,
localization and relative contrast. We find that multi-scale
processing significantly improves boundary detection. A
linear classifier combining multi-scale signals, being con-
ceptually simple, achieves the best reported performance
on the Berkeley Segmentation Benchmark [19]. Extensive
experimentation shows that the benefits of multi-scale pro-
cessing are significant and ubiquitous: we improve bound-
ary detection performance by 20% to 50% on four other
boundary and object recognition datasets.

2. Multi-Scale Boundary Detection
A (single-scale) boundary detector finds edges by mea-

suring contrast in a fixed local window. Multi-scale detec-
tion varies the scale of the window and combines signals
from multiple scales. There are two issues in this process:

Correspondence/Tracking: how do signals across
scales correspond to one another? If working with discrete
edges (i.e. contrast peaks after non-maximum suppression),
one would need to track edge locations across scales.

Cue combination: how does one integrate boundary
signals from multiple scales?

Traditional approaches to multi-scale edge detection fo-
cus on the correspondence/tracking problem. Tracking can
either be coarse-to-fine, such as in Bergholm’s edge focus-
ing strategy [3], or be fine-to-coarse, such as in Canny’s fea-
ture synthesis [4]. A large number of multi-scale schemes
have been proposed along these lines (see a survey in [2]).
Most approaches take a simple view of cue combination:
they either accept edges (after thresholding) at all scales, or
only accept edges that appear at the coarsest scale.

The cue combination problem can be easily accommo-
dated and analyzed in the learning paradigm of boundary
detection: cues from multiple scales are inputs to a binary
classification problem, and we can maximize performance
over the selection of cues and the choice of the classifier.
Given the complexities of signals in natural images, the cor-
respondence problem is non-trivial; yet we may quantita-

tively evaluate and choose between candidate strategies.
We base our analysis on the Berkeley Segmentation

Dataset (BSDS) [19] and the Probability-of-Boundary (Pb)
operator [18]. The BSDS collection includes 300 images of
various natural scenes, each with multiple human-marked
segmentations. The Pb operator has been shown to outper-
form other edge detectors on the BSDS images.

Pb measures local contrast by computing histogram dif-
ferences between brightness, color and texture distributions
in two half-disks. If we vary the radius of the half-disks,
we obtain contrast signals at multiple scales. For each
scale s, we keep two sets of data: P

(s)
soft, soft contrast at

each pixel before non-maximum suppression, and P
(s)
peak,

sparse/localized edges after non-maximum suppression.
It is well known that small-scale signals are the best for

localization. Hence when we set up the boundary classifi-
cation problem, we only consider locations that generates a
maximal response at the smallest scale ( where P

(1)
peak > 0).

For each such location, we define a set of cues at multiple
scales to classify boundary vs non-boundary. In this work
we restrict ourselves to local boundary detection, i.e. mak-
ing independent decisions at each location.

2.1. Multi-scale boundary cues

There are two perspectives of “scale” in boundary detec-
tion: (1) intuitively, edges have intrinsic scales; and (2) we
use measurements at multiple scales to capture the intrinsic
scales and to improve detection performance.

In the examples in Figure 1, the back of the horse is a typ-
ical large-scale edge, and the textured region under the pen-
guin contain typical small-scale edges. A large-scale edge is
much more likely to be an object boundary, and small-scale
edges are mostly false positives. There are several cues that
can help us make this distinction:

1. contrast: a large-scale edge has consistent contrast
measurements at multiple scales. A small-scale edge
would have high contrast at a small observation scale
but lower contrasts at larger scales.
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Figure 2. Empirical distributions of boundary cues across scales. (a) Means and standard deviations of boundary contrast cues (E) at all 6
scales; in average, contrast is higher for positives or true boundaries. (b) Means and standard deviations of localization cues (D), distances
to closest edge peaks; true boundaries are better localized. (c) Distributions of relative contrast (R); true boundaries are typically higher in
contrast relative to its neighbors. We find all the cues informative. However, they are also noisy as shown by the large standard deviations.

2. localization: if we look at the peak response (after
non-maximum suppression), a large-scale edge tends
to have a consistent location and does not shift much.
Peak locations of small-scale edges become unreliable
in large-scale measurements or disappear altogether.

3. relative contrast: also known as contrast normaliza-
tion, the strength of an edge relative to its surround-
ings is a cue for boundary saliency. A weak contrast
boundary may be salient, at a large observation scale,
if other locations around it are significantly lower in
contrast. Texture edges, though maybe high contrast,
is not salient because many other edges nearby have
comparable contrasts.

For contrast, we use the soft Pb contrast computed using
multiple disk sizes, converted (back) to a linear scale:

E(s) = log
[
P

(s)
soft/(1− P

(s)
soft)

]

In addition to these multi-scale contrasts that people typ-
ically use for cue combination [12, 14, 18], we also define a
localization cue: we threshold 1 the peak signal P

(s)
peak into

a binary edge map, and compute its distance transform. The
result is a distance d(s) from each pixel to the closest peak
location, at each scale s. We define localization as:

D(s) = log
(
d(s) + 1

)

Note that in defining contrast E(s), we have avoided
the correspondence problem by using signals before non-
maximum suppression. There are, of course, issues asso-
ciated with this simple strategy. The soft contrasts at large
scales are fairly blurry. That is, contrast generated by a sin-
gle boundary may extend spatially and boost false positives
in surrounding areas. The localization cue compensates this
lack of correspondence: for an off-boundary point, even
though the contrast may be high at a large scale, it is far
away from peak locations and hence will be suppressed.

1We choose thresholds such that 95% of the groundtruth edges are kept.

Finally, for contrast normalization, we compute average
contrasts P

(s)
avg,L and P

(s)
avg,R in the “left” and “right” half

disks around each point, and define relative contrast as:

R(s) = log
[
P

(s)
soft/ min

(
P

(s)
avg,L, P

(s)
avg,R

)]

where “left” and ”right” disks2 are defined by the local edge
orientation (maximum Pb response).

2.2. Cue validation

Having defined multi-scale boundary cues, the first thing
to ask is whether these features are informative for bound-
ary detection. To answer this question empirically, we use
the 200 training images in BSDS and compare distributions
around on-boundary and off-boundary locations. In Fig-
ure 2 we visualize the empirical means and standard devia-
tions of the distributions. Two observations can be made:

• The cues we have defined are indeed informative for
boundary detection, as one would have expected from
intuition. All the cues, at all scales, exhibit different
distributions for positive and negative examples.

• The signals are nevertheless noisy. Individually these
boundary cues are weak, as the standard deviations are
large comparing to the differences between the means.

2.3. Cue combination

In the learning paradigm of boundary detection, finding
boundaries is formulated as a classification between bound-
ary and non-boundary pixels. The cue combination problem
becomes the selection and evaluation of a proper classifier.

The boundary classification problem has the character-
istics of having a large amount of training data, relatively
low dimension, and poor separability (significant overlap
between classes). Consistent with the observations in [18],
we have found in our experiments that logistic regression,
linearly combining cues across scales, performs as good as a
fair number of other standard techniques (including boosted

2We set the scale to be 2.5 times the disk radius in Pb.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3. Precision-recall curves for performance evaluation. (a) Comparing to the standard (scale 1) Pb operator, large-scale Pb has
a higher precision, and small-scale Pb has a higher recall. Our multi-scale approach combines the strengths of both, dominating any
fixed scale Pb. (b) Comparing to gradient-based approaches: scale-space edge detection of Lindeberg [16] offers minor improvements over
Canny [4]. Pb performs much better than gradient-based methods. Our multi-scale classifier offers a significant and consistent improvement
over Pb and achieves an F-measure of 0.68, outperforming existing approaches.

logistic regression, boosted stumps, linear regression with
non-negative weights and SVM). We choose logistic regres-
sion for its simplicity.

3. Experiments and Empirical Analysis
We carry out empirical analysis of our multi-scale

boundary detection scheme using the Berkeley Segmenta-
tion Dataset, 200 training and 100 test images of resolution
480-by-320. We run the Pb operator at 6 scales, half-octave
(
√

2) apart, starting at one half-octave lower than the default
Pb scale. We obtain positive training examples by running
a minimum distance matching between groundtruth bound-
ary pixels and edge pixels in the smallest scale (i.e. P

(1)
peak),

with a distance threshold of 3 pixels. For negative exam-
ples, we use edges in P

(1)
peak that are 20 pixels away from

groundtruth boundaries.
Boundary detection performance is evaluated in the

precision-recall framework of [18]. We use both the F-
measure (harmonic mean of precision and recall) and av-
erage precision (area under a P/R curve) [24]. F-measure
selects the best trade-off point of precision vs recall. Aver-
age precision summarizes performance using entire curves
and is better at revealing differences in sub-ranges of recall.

3.1. Multi-scale improves boundary detection

In Figure 3(a), we show the precision-recall curve for
our multi-scale detection, along with the performance of Pb
at three scales (0.7, 1 and 2). The performance of Pb at
multiple scales is exactly as expected: at a small scale, the
precision is lower, but more details are recovered and the
asymptotic recall is higher. At a large scale, the precision is
higher in the beginning, showing salient boundaries being
more reliably detected; however, the curve saturates at a
lower recall.

Our multi-scale approach combines the strengths of both

small-scale and large-scale, producing a P/R curve that
dominates that of Pb at any fixed scale. Our approach
achieves the asymptotic recall rate of the smallest scale
while maintaining high precision in the entire range. In par-
ticular, the performance in the mid-range (0.5-0.8 recall) is
much higher than any of the fixed scale Pb.

An interesting comparison can be made with gradient-
based approaches: the Canny edge detector [4] which uses
single-scale gradients, and the scale-space edge detector of
Lindeberg [16] 3. The scale (sigma) in Canny is set to be
0.0025. For scale-space edges we use 4 scales, initial search
scale 1.5, and search grid spacing of 8,16 and 32 pixels.

In Figure 3(b), we show the precision-recall curves for
all four approaches: Canny, scale-space edges, Pb, and our
approach “Multi-Pb”. We observe that in our setting, scale-
space edge detection finds only minor improvements over
Canny and drops below Canny at the end. In comparison,
our multi-scale approach offers a significant and consistent
improvement over single-scale Pb. The F-measure of our re-
sults is 0.68, higher than state-of-the-art performance [1, 5].
Our results on the gray-scale version of the BSDS bench-
mark is 0.66, again outperforming existing approaches.

3.2. Cue evaluation

We quantitatively measure individual contributions of
the cues by running multi-scale detection with subsets of
the features. All these experiments use logistic regression
as the classifier. We use average precision for evaluation.

Figure 4(a) shows the average precision of detection
when we vary the number of scales used. We start with a
single scale (the smallest) and gradually expand to 6 scales.
We observe that the improvement is much larger in the
first few scales, showing diminishing returns. Nevertheless,

3We thank Mark Dow for his matlab implementation available at
http://lcni.uoregon.edu/ mark/SS Edges/SS Edges.html.
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Figure 4. Cue combination evaluated with average precision: (a) improvements in performance as we gradually add the number of scales;
(b) improvements over default scale Pb by adding subsets of features, including contrast (E), localization (D), and relative contrast (R); (c)
improvements over Pb with different choices of distance tolerance in evaluation.

the large scales still make significant contributions, possi-
bly indicating the existence of large-scale boundaries in the
dataset that are best captured at a large scale of observation.

In Figure 4(b), we evaluate the contributions of the three
types of cues: contrast (E), localization (D), and relative
contrast (R). They are combined with the default (second
smallest) scale Pb to show the improvements over the orig-
inal Pb operator. Individually, contrast (E) and relative con-
trast (R) work better than localization (D). However, there
seems to be a fair amount of redundancy between contrast
(E) and relative contrast (R) cues; together they do not im-
prove performance much further. Localization (D) by it-
self does not work very well; however, when combined with
contrast (E), localization (D) greatly improves performance.

In the precision-recall evaluation, detections are matched
to groundtruth boundaries with a distance threshold. The
default in the BSDS benchmark is 0.75% of image diagonal,
about 5 pixels. We vary this tolerance and show the results
in Figure 4(c). It appears that the (absolute) improvement
in average precision is about the same for all the choices of
tolerance. That is, relative to Pb, the improvement is more
significant at small distance tolerance, indicating that the
multi-scale approach is better at localizing boundaries.

3.3. Additional experiments

The empirical evaluations on the Berkeley Segmentation
Dataset is very encouraging: we show large and consistent
improvements using multi-scale cues. To further verify the
benefits of multi-scale detection, we test our approach on
four other large datasets with groundtruth segmentation: 30
images from the CMU motion boundary dataset [28], 519
images from the MSR Cambridge object dataset [27, 17]
(MSRC2), 422 images from the segmentation competition
in the PASCAL challenge 2007 [8], and 218 images from a
subset (Boston houses 2005) of the LabelMe database [26].

These datasets add a lot of varieties to our empirical eval-
uation. They include both large vs. small objects, low- vs.
high-resolution images, single-object photos vs. complex
outdoor and indoor scenes, and detailed boundary labeling

vs coarse polygonal contours. To show the robustness of
our approach, in all these experiments we use the same pa-
rameters trained from BSDS.

Figure 5 shows precision-recall evaluations on the four
datasets. The CMU motion dataset and the MSRC2 dataset
contain large objects; we show P/R curves using distance
tolerance 0.75% in benchmarking. The PASCAL and La-
belMe datasets have high resolution and tend to have small
objects in scenes; we show P/R curves using distance toler-
ance 0.6%. Average precision scores for all the five datasets
and three thresholds are listed in Table 1.

These experiments clearly show that our multi-scale ap-
proach is robust and offers large improvements over single-
scale approaches. The amount of improvement differs, from
about 20% (in average precision) in PASCAL 07 to about
45% in MSRC2. We see more improvements in CMU
motion and MSRC2, probably because they both tend to
have large objects (even though MSRC2 images are low-
resolution). Our results on the CMU motion boundary
dataset are in fact close to what have been reported in [28]
using both Pb and motion cues. The precisions on PASCAL
and LabelMe images are lower for all approaches, probably
because only a subset of objects and boundaries in these
images are marked. Nevertheless, we still improve perfor-
mance there proportionally.

We observe that improvements over Pb are most promi-
nent in the low-recall/high-precision range. Similar phe-
nomena have been found in many related studies on natural
image boundary detection [22, 9, 31]. These approaches
typically focus on the low-recall range and show little im-
provements near high-recall. In comparison, our approach
offers consistent improvements for all recall.

3.4. Pyramid-based multi-scale processing

Our approach is based on the Pb operator, which com-
putes histogram differences between half disks. The com-
putational cost increases linearly with disk area, and at large
scales it becomes prohibitive for practical purposes. A
standard solution is to use a pyramid and work with sub-
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PASCAL 07 LabelMe (houses)
Figure 5. Precision-recall evaluation on four other datasets with groundtruth segmentation, covering a variety of objects and scenes. We
use parameters trained from BSDS. Our multi-scale approach significantly improves over Pb in all four cases, in the entire range of recall.

Dist. Threshold Th=0.6% Th=0.75% Th=1%
Methods Canny S Grad. Pb Multi-Pb Canny S Grad. Pb Multi-Pb Canny S Grad. Pb Multi-Pb

BSDS (test) 0.554 0.527 0.593 0.663 0.605 0.589 0.648 0.712 0.642 0.640 0.693 0.749
CMU Motion 0.245 0.252 0.315 0.413 0.271 0.287 0.350 0.448 0.292 0.314 0.380 0.475

MSRC2 0.170 0.156 0.197 0.283 0.193 0.182 0.228 0.325 0.248 0.254 0.310 0.428
PASCAL 07 0.197 0.173 0.196 0.242 0.226 0.204 0.233 0.277 0.250 0.230 0.269 0.310

LabelMe (houses) 0.223 0.206 0.211 0.251 0.254 0.235 0.245 0.283 0.260 0.241 0.252 0.289
Table 1. Average precision evaluation on all five datasets, comparing four approaches at three distance thresholds. Our approach improves
single-scale Pb by about 10% on BSDS, 20% on PASCAL and LabelMe, about 30% on CMU motion and 45% on MSRC2. Highlighted
numbers correspond to the curves in Figure 3 and 5. Qualitatively there is little difference when we vary the distance threshold.

sampled images at large scales. We test this approach: at
a large scale s > 1, we resize images by a factor of 1/

√
s,

hence keeping the cost constant across scales. An empir-
ical comparison is shown in Table 2: there is little loss in
performance.

Multi-Pb Multi-Pb (Pyramid)
BSDS (test) 0.712 0.707

CMU Motion 0.448 0.443
MSRC2 0.325 0.323

PASCAL 07 0.277 0.275
LabelMe (houses) 0.283 0.295

Table 2. Multi-scale processing can be made efficient by working
with sub-sampled images at large scales. Average precision hardly
decreases when we use an image pyramid.

4. Discussions
We have studied the multi-scale boundary detection

problem in the context of natural images. Conceptually our
approach is straightforward: we compute contrast and local-
ization cues for a number of scales, and use logistic regres-
sion to linearly combine them. Our multi-scale approach
combines the strengths of both large-scale (high precision)
and small-scale (high recall and good localization). Our ap-
proach outperforms state-of-the-art results on the Berkeley
Segmentation Benchmark. Significant improvements (20%
to 50%) have been demonstrated on four other boundary
and object recognition datasets.

Our work has answered two important empirical ques-
tions on boundary detection:

“Does multi-scale processing improve boundary detec-
tion in natural images?” Intuition says yes, because bound-



Figure 6. Examples shown in three rows: input images, results from Pb, and results from multi-scale detection. Detected boundaries are
discretized into two types: strong edge pixels (ranked 1-2000 in each image) in black, and weak edge pixels (ranked 2001-6000 in each
image) in green. In such a way we visualize two points on the precision-recall curves in Figure 3 and 5. Large-scale boundaries are
enhanced (i.e. from green to black, or from none to green), while small-scale boundaries, such as those found in texture, are suppressed
(from black to green, from green to none).

aries are multi-scale in nature. Previous studies, how-
ever, did not find any empirical evidence in benchmark-
ing [18]. Our work gives an affirmative answer to this ques-
tion. Moreover, we show that performance continuously

improves as we add more scales. This implies that, because
there are a wide range of scales in natural image structures,
having a large range of observation scales would be useful.

“Is there room for improvement in local boundary de-



tection?” The comprehensive and meticulous experiments
in [18], along with the psychological evidences in [20], sug-
gest that there is a limited amount of information in local
image neighborhoods, and the Pb boundary detector is al-
ready close to the limit. This has led many researchers
to pursue other paths, such as exploring mid-level group-
ing [22, 30, 1, 7, 9, 31] or employing complex example-
based models [5]. Our approach stays within the frame-
work of local boundary detection, making decisions inde-
pendently at each pixel, and we show significant improve-
ments over Pb. Our results also compare favorably to those
of the more sophisticated algorithms above.

In retrospective, there are three reasons why multi-scale
edge detection has not become popular: (1) having a high
cost; (2) possibly losing details; and most importantly, (3)
lack of empirical support. We have “proved”, with extensive
experimentation on a variety of datasets, that multi-scale
processing improves boundary detection, boosting preci-
sion at salient boundaries while preserving details. Using
an image pyramid keeps computational cost within a con-
stant factor. We hope that multi-scale will soon become a
standard component of boundary detection approaches.
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